
W hen Forest City approached Madison International Realty with an offer to buy 
a 49% stake in its New York City-area retail portfolio for $172.3 million earlier 
this year, it was more than just a financial deal for private equity firm founder 

and president Ronald Dickerman. “For me it was a bellwether,” he says. “They could 
have done business with anybody and they decided to come to us, to use our strategy.” 

New York City-based Madison is a real estate private equity company, but not one 
that follows the typical leveraged-buyout, go-to-market strategy that many firms in this 

space do. Rather, it buys illiquid or partial ownership 
interests in real estate ventures. The sellers are usually 
investors who want to harvest some value in their 
investment or, as in the case of Forest City, redeploy some 

of its capital out of its core holdings to finance new strategies. “Wall Street is worried 
about leverage ratios in general, so rather than put debt on their balance sheet, they 
sold off a stake,” Dickerman explains. 

Forest City is not the only one following this particular line of reasoning, which has 
made Madison very popular these days. “Sponsors see that cap rates have compressed 
but rental rates are not fully recovered yet, either,” says Dickerman. “Owners are 
saying, ‘maybe I can have my cake and eat it, too’ by selling an ownership stake in a 
building or portfolio.” The investor keeps a piece and then participates in the 
appreciation while monetizing at least some of its initial investment, he says. 

By Erika Morphy

Who’s
Left
standing
In the Darwinian world of fundraising, some 
real estate private equity firms are not only  
surviving, but are also thriving. This is how 
they are doing it. 



In this manner, Madison has acquired 
stakes in some of New York’s most 
recognizable addresses, from the 
Seagram Building to the Chrysler East 
Building. 

Clearly, Madison is one of the lucky 
ones. Not only has the private equity 
firm found its investment stride in what 
has been a roller-coaster environment, 
but it is also regularly hitting 
it out of the park. According 
to Dickerman, the company 
is on track to post its biggest 
investment year,  with 
expectations that by year-
end it will have placed 
between $300 million and 
$400 million in equity. It 
r e c e n t l y  c l o s e d  a 
$510-million fund that he 
says was “dramatically 
oversubscribed.”

Simply put, the past few 
years have been brutal for 
private equity real estate funds, says 
London-based Preqin spokesperson 
Tim Friedman. Recent figures from 
the London-based firm certainly paint 
a dismal landscape. In Q1 2011, 17 
private equity real estate funds holding 
a final close raised some $5.8 billion 
globally, a small decrease from the $6.5 
billion raised in Q4 2010. In the halcyon 
period of 2006-2008, quarterly totals 
would typically close in over $30 
billion. 

But $5.8 billion? “You’d have to go 
back to 2003 to see such low levels,” 

Friedman says. The situation is a classic 
supply-demand mismatch, he explains: 
too many funds seeking capital, and 
too few investors interested in this asset 
class. 

Some funds sidestep this issue by 
raising capital on a deal-by-deal basis, 
of course. That is what Capstone Realty 
Group, an Englewood, NJ-based private 

equity fund that focuses on distressed 
assets, does, says principal Brad 
Gillman. The firm currently has some 
$75 million under management, 
including a $26-million mortgage it 
recently bought at a discount. “There is 
sufficient debt and equity in the market 
to develop our business,” he says. “We 
don’t have to rely on an 800-pound 
gorilla for funding.” 

The commercial  real  estate 
industry—private equity included—is 
nothing, however, if not resilient and 
the traditional fundraising model, 

while just coming off of life support, is 
hardly obsolete. 

Those discouraging stats from the 
first quarter also offered a few green 
shoots of growth, Friedman notes. One 
is the number of interim closes during 
those three months, which suggest the 
fundraising drought may be ending. 
Between January and March, 40 funds 

around the globe held 
an interim close raising 
a total of $5.7 billion, 
Preqin found. 

Another is the lines 
queuing up around 
some of these funds—
lines to get in, that is, 
not the stampede for 
the exit as was the case 
24 months ago, says Bill 
Co l l in s ,  execut i ve 
managing director of 
Cassidy Turley’s capital 
markets division in 

Washington, DC. 
“In some instances people have had 

to close funds to keep them from 
getting too large,” he says. Another 
sign of health is that some of the funds 
entering this space are first-timers, but 
are headed by an executive with a 
strong investment track record, albeit 
not necessarily from a commercial real 
estate fund. “Few investors want the 
risk of investing in a fund run by a 
complete novice, but if someone has a 
good track record, they are willing to 
give him a shot.” 

In this investment cycle, investors are taking a harder line on fees that private 
equity firms have charged in the past. The reasons are obvious, says Steve 
Renna, outgoing president of the National Association of Real Estate Investment 
Managers in Washington, DC: “Investors are looking to better align their risk.” 

Because each investor negotiates fees with a manager separately—and 
these negotiations are, by the nature of the industry, private—it is difficult to 
make generalizations about this trend, Renna says. “Generally, though, it is 
safe to say fees have gotten tighter and managers are having to work harder 
for them,” he says. 

In many ways, private equity is going back to its roots, when fees were 
levied for operational purposes—that is, to keep the lights on—and not 
viewed as an additional profit center for the funds, says Shahab Moreh, 
partner and head of the real estate services practice at WeiserMazars LLP in 
New York City. “Now they are having to dramatically reduce their ongoing, 
recurring management fees and work extra hard for their promotes.” 

Promotes, briefly, are the allocation of the profit on a sale of a property or 

investment that the fund has made. After the IRR and return of capital is 
realized, there is a disproportionate allocation of profits on the sale, usually 
about 20% to 30% of a backend profit, Moreh explains. 

“Fees were never meant to be a profit center, and it did get out of hand 
when the commercial real estate market was going up and up,” he says. 
“The investment advisors were able to attract a lot of capital and charge 
higher fees without anyone complaining too much. Now fees have come 
back to reality, meaning they are imposed only to cover costs, and profits are 
awarded only if the fund achieves the results it is marketing to investors.” 

Funds are tweaking their practices to account for this shift, Moreh 
relates, taking advantage of lines of credit available to them and the low-
interest rate environment. “The fund may have a working line of credit with 
a bank that is based off of Libor, which is low now,” he explains. “So even if 
the line is Libor plus four points, the cost of capital is almost half of what it 
would be if the fund were to use capital from the investors.” This strategy 
allows the fund to reach the promote at a faster pace, he clarifies.

Investors Rethink Private Equity Fees

“Owners are saying, 
‘maybe I can have my cake 

and eat it, too’ by selling 
an ownership stake in a 

building or portfolio.”
 – Ronald dickeRman

Madison International
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Along with new players and tighter 
investment mandates, Collins cites, the 
trend away from core and into value-
add. “Investors are shaking off their 
fears and are willing to reach for higher 
returns by taking on larger risk.” 

For the right fund, with right 
management experience and right 
strategy, it seems investors are willing to 
open their wallets. “When we have raised 
funds, we’ve found a positive reception 
in the marketplace,” says Washington, 
DC-based Federal Capital Partners’ 
co-founder and partner,  Esko 
Korhonen. 

Earlier this year Federal Capital 
Partners launched a $500-million equity 
fund, according to paperwork filed with 
the Securi t ies  and Exchange 
Commission. FCP Realty Fund II had 
commitments of $122.5 million from at 
least seven investors, at the time of the 
March filing, with a goal of raising 
another $377.5 million from investors. 

Korhonen declines to talk about FCP’s 
current activities, per SEC regulations, 

but does note the environment has 
become more Darwinian, with few 
investors willing to take a flyer on a fund 
whose management or strategy raises 
even the slightest doubts. “In some cases, 
investors have changed their strategies 
and are now more focused on direct 
investments,” he says. “In others, they 
are changing out managers who have 
not exhibited the kind of performance 
that had been expected.”

Niche sector or sharpshooter funds—a 
category in which Korhonen puts FCP—
are gaining currency among investors. 
“We focus on the Mid-Atlantic and invest 
across several sectors including 
multifamily, industry and office.” Its 
main focus, however, has always been 
the DC market. 

Savanna Investment Management in 
New York is another example of a fund 
concentrating its resources on a 
geographic basis, and being rewarded 
for it by investors. It is also emblematic of 
another trend among real estate private 
equity funds: distress or deep-discount 
acquisitions. 

The company recently closed its 
second vehicle at $550 million, nearly 
40% more than its target of $400 million. 
With Savanna Real Estate Fund II’s 
firepower in hand, the company is 
zeroing in on attractively priced buildings 
in the heart of the city’s financial district. 
“Rents are down by a net effective basis 
of 40%, and values by equivalent ranges,” 
says managing partner Nicholas 
Bienstock. “This is an opportunity to 
acquire the kind of assets we like to own 
and operate.” 

It does so primarily by buying the 
underlying debt. The firm has become 
the most active buyer of first mortgage 
debt secured by New York City office 
buildings, says Christopher Schlank, 
founder and managing partner. “Many 
times it’s led to the ownership of the 
asset, either through a consensual deal 
with the borrowers, where they hand 
over the keys willingly, or, as in a few 
cases, through a foreclosure we 
pursued.” 

Essentially the firm is going after office 
deals that were capitalized between 2005 
and 2007 at $1,000 per foot. These 
owners were unable to lease out these 
buildings when rents dropped. Savanna 

can, though, and earn a good return for 
its investors in the process, Schlank says.

Bienstock points to the fund’s 
investment in 104 W. 40th St. as an 
example. The 210,000-square-foot 
Midtown office building was purchased 
in 2007 for $155 million, or roughly 
$750 per square foot via a $55-million 
first mortgage from a lender and $100 
million of equity. That equity went into 
default and the lender decided to sell 
the first mortgage, which after accruing 
penalties and interest had an outstanding 
balance of $65 million. 

“We purchased that for $47 million 
and immediately started foreclosure 
proceedings, but then quickly reached 
an agreement with the borrower to 
purchase its ownership interest for 
approximately $10 million,” Bienstock 
says. Now the company is negotiating 
leases on some 70,000 feet of vacant 
space that the previous owner could not 
afford to rent at current rates. 

Few funds would turn their noses up 
at such numbers; indeed, competition 
for such deals is intense. More funds 
are moving down the ladder a bit in 
order to target smaller-sized transactions 
in the hopes of improving their returns. 
That has been Glenmont Capital 
Management’s approach, says principal 
Joe Smith. “Typically we do deals that 
are too big for individual investors and 
too small for the behemoth funds,” he 
says. This is an area institutional capital 
likes, he adds, as the fund has attracted 
investment from pensions and 
endowments. “We have invested in 
every asset class but we tend to focus on 
hotel and multifamily.” The company 
is now growing its operational expertise 
in order to become more vertically 
integrated, he says. 

Deal size will remain between $10 
million and $50 million, although the 
firm has reached beyond that limit on 
occasion. Earlier this spring it acquired a 
broken condo in Daytona Beach, FL—a 
$180-million note that it snapped up for 
$60 million. “That is a constructed 
product that we acquired for $75 per 
foot,” Smith says. It is a bargain deal, he 
notes—in any market. 
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A Crowded Market. Despite the black eye 
the industry received in the financial crisis, 
there are now more real estate funds seeking 
investment commitments than any other time 
in the history of the industry. Specifically, 
there are currently 439 private equity real 
estate funds seeking an aggregate $160 bil-
lion. Over the past two quarters, that number 
has increased by $28 billion. The aggregate 
target of funds in the market has risen by $28 
billion over the past two quarters, having 
fallen throughout 2009 and the first three 
quarters of 2010. 
Reluctant Investors. Still, signs are plentiful 
that investors are cautious. Funds that closed 
in Q1 had spent an average of 17.3 months in 
the market. That compares to the 9.3 months 
that funds that closed in 2006 spent seeking 
investment, and 16.7 months for funds that 
closed last year. 
So Much for Global Reach. Funds focusing 
on North America raised the most capital in 
Q1 2001, with eight vehicles receiving aggre-
gate commitments of $3.5 billion. Five Asia 
and other global funds received an aggregate 
$1.2 billion, with four Europe-focused funds 
raising $1.1 billion.

Data Source: Preqin 

Quick Facts About Real 
Estate Private Equity Funds 


